%e discuss the interaction between interfaces that is mediated by critical fluctuations, and in particular the universality of the corresponding finite-size amplitudes. In the case of the twodimensional Ising model we address the universality with respect to anisotropy. For this purpose we derive the exact free energy of a finite, anisotropic triangular lattice on a cylinder. For the rectangular Ising Inodel we verify universality also with respect to the magnitude of the boundary f&elds. In mean-field theory we display the mechanism for this universality and for that with respect to the surface coupling enhancement. Numerical results, which are of experimental relevance, are obtained employing a renormalization. -group approximation for three-dimensional systems.
In order to do this we introduce an anisotropic metric that renders correlations isotropic as follows. Denote by g; the correlation length measured in units of the lattice constant in the direction of the bonds with interaction strength E;. Upon approaching the critical point, these correlation lengths diverge, but ratios a; = $3/g; remain finite and precisely define the anisotropy that is relevant here. One finds (see Appendix A 2)
(2.6) so that a=a. i, y=ai, and p= -, '(a. &+a3 
-1).
Converting from the surface free energy per column to a free energy per unit 5 length, and also measuring the width of the strip in these 5 units, the finite-size amplitude changes to Rhoo, where R=[y/a -(P/a) ]'~i s the 5 distance between rows divided by the 5 distance beWe define the 5 distance from a point (x,y) in the lattice to the origin as 5 (x,y)=ax +2Pxy+ yy3. Here, a, P, and y are determined so that the contours of equal correlation are circles in this metric. This requires that ' ~H~.
We shall employ the following two solutions of (3.9).
For E y 0 the inverse profile g =((m) is given by g= f (1+v ) '~d v, (3.11) corresponding to an antisymmetric profile [ Fig. 1 (a}].
The reduced magnetization rn diverges at +/=X. -= f, (1+v')- '"dv. (3.12) Close to these boundaries the right-hand side of (3.9) is negligible so that m-=+(K, +g) ', 0&@,+g«1. 'idv, (3.15) corresponding to a symmetric profile [ Fig. 1 '[(1+p' ') 
We proceed to compute F, the total free energy 
The contribution of the danghng spins is omitted since it vanishes for i~i. Furthermore, (4 7 It is now evident that, at bulk criticality, fs depends on z through b/z ' for z~co. Take Es Ett --E--, '"', for example. The bulk coupling is then at the critical fixed point E~--E, ' ', and E~r enormalizes to Eo associated with the fixed point of the ordinary transition The. differeiice gt) -2gs in the first sum of (4 4) converges to its fixed-point value gs -2go exponentially fast. Therefore, In the following, we consider the case h(&O=h2. To obtain the amplitude ho+, for example, the appropriate RG fixed point is Es -E, ' ', Es Eo, and -hi ----+ co. 
where gt)( 0() ) is obtained as explained in Appendix B 2.
Result (4.9) differs from (4.7): contributions gs ' to the free energy arise only at surface layers with zero boundary field; after m RG iterations the double layer presently (hi --+ 0() ) consists of a (d -1)-dimensional single layer of spina on which a field of strength Es --E, ' ' acts. 
It follows that I(), + + --0 in the limit b~1. This lack of interaction appears to be a peculiarity of the MigdalKadanoff approximation.
In the case h )hi~0, to extract b, +, the appropriate fixed point is EE E--, ' ', hl ---Ilq=+ oo. Unlike in the previous case h)hz &0, the rnth RG iteration now decimates spin chains with opposite end-point spins. This results in a different contribution to the free energy given by
It follows that
Therefore, in this approximation, (810) where we have distributed the magnetic field terms over the nearesf-neighbor pairs.
The associated 2 X 2 transfer matrix then reads
